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Sixth S em ester B.E. Degree Examin atiofr yp'ec.2 0 1 8/J 
^n.2}l9Gomputer lntegrated M#Ufi"turing

!""ti' "
Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks:100

Note: Answer any FIVE full questiotts, selecting atleast TWO questions from each part.

. :, PART_A

1 a. Define Automation. Highlight fegtutes of different automation tlpes with examples.
" (10 Marks)(lu lvlarKs)

b. A certain part is routed throirgh 6 machines in a batch production plant. The setup and
operation times are given in the table below. The batch size is 100 units and the average
non - operation time per machine is l2 hours.

2a.
b.

C.

(10 Nlarks)

List and explain in detaildifferent types oIaulomated flow configuralions. (t0 Marks)
Explain with neat sketch, rack and pinion mechanism. (05 N{arks)

A rotary',vorktable is driven by a Geneva mechanism with six slots. The driver rotates at

30 rev/min. Determine the cycle time, available process time and the lost time each cvcle
indexing the table. (05 N,Iarks)

a. The ideal cycle tirne of an 20 station transfer line is 1.2 min. The probability of station
breakciown per cycle is equal for all stations and P:0.005 break downs/cycle. For each of
the upper - bound and lower - bound approaches. deterrnine
r) frequency of line stops per cycle ii) average actrral production ratc
iii) line efficiency. (lo Nlarks)

b. A fifteen station transfer tine is divided into two stages of 7 and 8 stations in each stage. The
ideal eycletame for each stage is 1.2 min and the constant dorvntime is 4 min. Determine the
line,efficiency of the transfer line for the following storage buffer capacities, using upper
boundapproach. i) b=0 : ii) b=m.

,Allof the stations in line have same probability of stopping p:0.02. (10 Nlarks)

are given in the table below. The tjatch size is 100

time per machine is l2 hours.
Machiires I 2 ,3 4 5 6

Setup time (hrs) 4 z" 8 3 J 4

.Operation time (min) .5"[ 3,5 10 1.9 4.1 2.5

lanufacturing Lead t ii) Production ratesDetermine: j) Manufacturing Lead time ii) Production rates for operation 3 and 5.

Element number 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 r0 11 t2
Predecessor element 1 2 I 4 i5 6 l 6 6 10 E,9,11
Time (seconds) 5 J 4 3 6 5 2 6 1 4 4 l

a.

b.

Briefly explain the following terminologies used in Line Balancing.
i) Minimum Rational work Element ii) Precedence diagram iii) Cycle tirne
iv) Balance deiay. (08 i\,tarks)

The table belou, shgr.l's the prece.dence relationships and elcrnent tirnes lor a uew part. The
ideai cycle time is 10 seconds. Construct the precedence diagrarn. Using Krlbridge and
Wester's method, compute the balance delay and line efficiency. (t2 Marks)

.=::., ,.
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lt'"ni'" ':'5 a. List the principles used in product design for automated assembly systems. (0,{ Marks)

b. With neat sketch, explain elements of the parts delivery system for assembly operation.
,. *;p:, (08 Marks)
dnidea vehicle system

, .t,i:. i. - (08 Marks)
'c. Explain Vehicle guidance and Routing system of an Automated guided vehicle system

" r (0g Marks)(AGVS). 1

b. List the decision to be made fol Short term capacity planning_ adlustments. (05 Marks)

c. Requirements are to be planned, for component C5 in produit P 1. Rqquired deliveries fbr P I

k 8 & l0 respectiveiy. fhe product structure for Pl consists

2 units each for sub - assembly, component and material.

6 a. With block diagram, explain thp:Steps involved in retrieval CABP system. . (08 Marks)

b. List the decision to be made for Short term capacity p

10ME61

are 50 and 100 units duri
of S2(2) , C5(2) and M5(2) i.e 2 units each for sub - assembly, component and material.

b.

n
L. ;*.ii!h

; .{$" 

"f'r{t! hErB$''w",
,,

-.nl

Fig.Q7,(Q
., ;.-, ..,.,:

a,

b.

Define Industrial Robotics. Briefly explain with neat sketches, physicalconfigurations of at.t

robot. (12 Nlarks)

Explain in detail sensors used in lndustrial robots. (08 N{arks)

2 of 2

(07 Marks)

for CNC
(10 Marks)

components is 2 weeks and ordering lead time for raw materials is 3 weeks. Determine the

requirements for 52, M5 and C5 to meet the master schedule. On - hand
'e :,100 units for M5, 50 units for C5 and zero for 52. Scheduled receipts areinventories

With block diagram, expiain the'configuration of machine control unit (MCU)
system.
Write a CNC part program to profile mill the part shown in fig.
f^-*^+ A ^-,,*^ -,.i+^L1^ *^^L.i-;-^ ^^r^ffi^+^r.

using word address

format. Assume suitable machining parameters. (10 Marks)
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Design of Machine F"[q#ents - II
,t. .. i,'j'

Time: 3 hrs. ,,' ..,' Max. Marks:100
Note: l. Answer any FIWfllll questions, selecting
. at least TWO quesiions from each par4,..:.:.;,,,t!'

2. Use of desig-4..da/h hand book is permittid.
3. Any additilliial data if requirecl can bi assumed.

,-'; -. .,, '

PART _ A
I a. The cross section of a steel crane hook is a trapezium..with an inner side of 120 mm and

outside 60 mm. The depth of fhe section is 90 mm. The load line is 15 mm arvay frorn the
centre of curvature. Determine the safe load that the hook can caffy, if the allowabie stress
oi90 MPa. 110 Marksy

rprn. The allorvable stress for

1.8 m. furd the width and length of belt. Also fin
b. Select a V-belt drive to transmit 18 KW at l50O,rpm,to another pulley to nrn at 750 rpm.

.*.t"".-"i' ,* *S -'s; (I0 Marks)

tio of 2.5:1. The centre distance of the shaft is to be 300 mm.
steel (o6 : 200 N/mm2, BHN : 250) and for gear is cast iron

PART - B
A pair of 20o full depth involute teeth bevel gears conlect two shafts at right angles har,ing
velocity ratio 3:1. The gear is made of cast steel 0.20% untreated and the prnion material is

the material used for pinion is steel (o'a : 200 N/mm', BHN : 250) and for gear is cast iron
'(o6 = 180 N/mm2, BHN:200). Considering class II gear with tooth profile 20" full depth
tnvolute. Design the spur gear and check for dynamic and wear load. (20 Nlarks)

r r r r r r I I I I m*
Sixth Semester B.E. Degree Examina*gfr$hffic. 2018/ J an.2}lg

{Psb"
Design of Machine F[e;rients - II

ri

A thick cylinder l20'mm inner diameter and 200 mm outer diameter camies fluid under a

pressure of 9 MPa. 'Find the tangential and.radial stresses across the wall and sketch the

of steel C30 heat treated. The pinion has 20 number of teeth and transmits 40 KW at 750
tpm. Determine the module. face rvrdth. pitch diameter. Suggest suitable surf'ace hardnessr 

',1lor the gear pair. Assurne s rdth olgear face as I/3 rd olthe lengrh of pitch cone I b = IL j.l
(20 NIarks)

2a.

3 a. What is equalized stresses or Nipping in spring leaves? Explain. (06 Nlarks)
b. Design a helicalcompression spring to suppofi an axial load of 3000 N. the deflection r-rnder

load is iimited,tp 60 mrn. The spring index is 6. The allowable shear stress of spring materialload is iimited,tp 60 mrn. The spring iridex is 6. The allowable shear stress of spring material
is 345 N/mm2. The modtrlus of rigidity is 79340 N/mm2. (14 Nlarks)

It is requiied to transmit 25 KW of power from a shaft running at 1000 rpm to a parallel
shaft wjth a speed reduction ratio of 2.5:1. The centre distance of the shaft is to be 300 mnt.

r:- .,.tf

'" ....""
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6 a. A cone clutch has a semi cone angle of l5o and is used to 10 KW at 1500 rpm. The

width of the face is one-fourth of the mean diameter n lining. The normal intensity
ient of friction is 0.2, assumingof pressure between contact surface is 0.12 MPa r

uniform wear, design the clutch dimensions. Take and FOS:2,5. (10 Marks)

as shown in Fig.Q6(b) and sustains ab. A 360 mm radius brake drum contacts a single shoe

power of 23.5 KW at 1000 rpm. Determine: ,{. ,,,. ;il'

D The normal force on the shoe .., ., .r'

ii) The tangential force
iii) The operating force for clockwise
iv) The operating force for
v) The value of distance 'c' for
vi) The rate of heat

ise rotation

Drgra
(=35O uu

(10 Marks)

td. a. Derive Petroff s equation for coefficient of lliction in journal bearings. (08 N{arks)

b. A 75 mm long full journal bearing of diameter 75 mm supports a radial load o f I 2 kN at the

shaft speed of 1800 rev/min. Assume ratio of diameter to the diainetral clearance as 1000.shaft speed oi tSOO rev/min. asslume ratio of diameter to the diarnettal clearance as 1000.

The viscosity of oil is 0.01 Pas at the operating temperature. Determine the following:

i) Summerfield numberi) Summerfield number
iil The coelficient of ftiction based on McKee's equation
iii) Amount of heat generated

iv) Power loss due to friction. (12 Nlarks)

.",
Design a 5uitable cast iron piston for a single acting four stroke diesel engine from the

lollorving data:
Maximum gas pressllre 

= 
3.5..MPa

Fuel consumption: 0 2 kg/brake power in KW/hour
Indicated mean effective pressure = 0.85 MPa
Speed - 300 rpm
Nlaximum permissible tension lor cast iron for the design of head thickness is 30 MPa and

lor piston pin material is 120 MPa. Bearing pressure for piston pin should not exceed

20 MPa. Cylinder bore diameter is 100 mm and length of stroke is 450 mm. Assume any

firrther data required of the design. (20 Marks)

. *****
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(08 Marks)

(06 Marks)
(04 Marks)

Sixth Semester B.E. Degree Examin
Heat and Mass

Time: 3 hrs.

1a.
b.

Max. Marks:100
Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, selecting

at leqst TWOfull questions from each parl

,1,,,,,,),

Explain velocity and boundary layer.a. Explain velocity and thermal boundary layer.
b. Define Grashoff number. Explain the physical significance of Grashoff nu
c" A hot plate I m x 0.5m at 130"C rs kept vertically in still air at 20oC. Find:

i) Heat transfer coefficient.
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2 a. A copper pipe carrying the refrigerant at -20'C is l0rnm in outer diameter and is exposed to

ambient at 25'C with convective coefficient of 50Wirn2K. lt is proposed to apply the
insulation material having thermal conductivity of 0.5W/mK. Determine the thickness
beyond which the heat gain will be reduced. Calculate the heat loss for 2.5mm and 7.5mmbeyond which the heat gain will be reduced. Calculate the heat loss for 2.5mm and 7.5mm
thrck layer of insulation over I m length. (04 Marks)

b. A very long 25mm diameter (K:380w/mk) rod extends fiom a surface at 120'C. The

temperature of surounding air at 25oC and the heat transfer coefficient over the rod istemperature of surounding air at 25oC and the heat transfer coefficient over the rod is
10W/m2k, Calculate the heat loss from the rod. (08 Marks)

c. A plane wall of thickness L is made of material whose thermal conductivity vanes with
temperature according to the relation K: Ko (l + BT), where K6 is the fundamentals derive
an expression for temperature distribution. (08 Marks)

3 a. What is lumped systerx analysis? Derive an expression for temperature distnbution and rate
of heat transfer in case of lumped system analysis. (08 Marks)

b. What is Biot number? What is its physical significance'/ (04 Marks)
c. An aluminium sphere weighing 6kg and initially at tcmpcrattrre of 350'C is immersed in a

fluid at 30'C with convection coefficient of 60Whr2K. E,stimate the time required to cool

c. I)erive 3D conduction equation in Carlesian coordinates. (08 Marks)

the sphere to Take the thermophysicalical properties as C : 900 J/kgK, p : 2700kgim3,
K: 205 W

b. ical significance of Grashoff number.

ling the plate in oClmin.

r cooling plate ftorn 180'C to 80'C if the heat transfer is due to
convect

Take mass of the plate as 20kg and Cp : 400J/kg K. Assume 0.5m side is verlical and

convection takes place liom both sides of the plate. (10 Marks)

C"

I of2

(06 Marks)
A fumace wall is made of three layers. Frrst layer of insulation (K: 0.6 WimK) 12cm thick.
Its face is exposed to gases at 870'C with convection coefficient of l10W/m2K. It is covered
with a 10crn thick layer of fire bricks (110 Wrnk) with a contact resistance of
2.6 x l}-a -'k/w between the first and second layer. The third layer is a plate of 10cm
thickness (K : 4 Wmk) with a contact resistance between second and third layers of
1.5 x 10a m2k/w. The plate is exposed to air at 30"C with convection coefficient of
15W/m2K. Determine the heat flow rate. (06 Marks)
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5a.

b.

PART _ B
Derive an expression for forced convection heat transfer in tetms of dimensionless

parameters using dimensional analysis' (10 N{arks)

itmosphere aiiat 275K and free stream velocity. of 20m/s flows over a long flat plate

maintalned at a uniform temperature of 325K' calculate:

i) Average heat transi'er coefficient over the region of laminar boundary laycr'

iil Averale heat transfbr coelficient over the entire length of 1.5rn.

ilil Total f,eat rransfer coefficient over the entire lelgth of 1'5rn. (10 N'larks)

Derive an expression for LMTD tbr a paralle[ flow heat exchangcr' (10 Nlarks)

16.5 kg/s of the producr at 650oc (cp:3.55 kJ/kg"c) in a chemlcal plant, are to be used to

neat zo.st<g/s of rhe incoming fluid frorn 100"c (cp : 4.2 kllkg"c). If the overall heat

transfer coefflcient i- OS5kWft2oC and the instalied heat transfer surfacc is 441n2, calculate

the fluid outlet temperature for the counter flow arrangemcnt. (10 Nlarks)

6a.
b.

a. Explain the different regimes of pool boiling using an appropriate boiling curue' lndicate

Cfif lCritical Heat Fluxj and Leiden frost points on it' (10 Marks)

b. State Fick's law of cliffusion. (03 N{arks)

c. A vertical plate 500mm high and maintained at 30'C is exposed to saturated steam at

atmospheric pressure. Calculate the follow in g :

i ) Rate o I heat trans ler.

iil condensate rateihr/m width of plate for film condensation.

properties of water at mean film temperature are p:980.3 kg/m3, K:66.4 x 10-2 W/m"C,

pt= 434 x l0-o kgr65 and hr, :2257kJrkg'

Assume vapour density is small compared to that of condensate. (07 N{arks)

a. Prove that the total emissivc power of a black body is equal to n times the intensity of
(10 NIarks)

rad latlon.
b. Two large paralle1 pianes with emissivity of 0.6 are at 900K and 300K. A radiation shield

with onJ srde polisLed and having emissiviry of 0.05,_while-the emissivity of other side is

0.4 is proposed to be used. Which side of the shield should face the hotter plate. if the

t.*p"*tui. of shield is to be kept n-rinimum? Justify your answer. (10 N{arhs)

*x{r-+*

2of2
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Mechatronics and M,iClonrocessor

Time: 3 hrs.

I a. Draw a neat block diagram of a

What is meant by control and control system and how they are classified?
(08 Marks)
(04 Marks)

Explain with block diagram of a general microprocessorbased process control systelx.

)q How transducers are' classified based on type and nature of measure and, along with
,lexalnples. (04 Nlarksl

10ME65

(08 Marks)

b.
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b.
C.

With a neat sketch, explain the working principle of L.V.D.T. (08 N,tarks)

With a neat sketch, explain Hall-effect sensor/transducer. (08 Nlarks)

3a.
b.

What is meant by stepper motor? What are its performance characteristics? (06 N{arks)
Explain with a neat diagram the principle of working of mechanical switches. (06 Nlarks)

r? What are the diflerent rnethods
(08 NIarks)

What are the factors influencing the speed of
of speed control oIa D.C. motor'.)

4 a. What are the different types of OP-Ampiifiers? Explain a generalized OP-Anp with a ncat
sketch. (06 N{arks)

b. What is a digital multiplexer? State the basic principle of a two-channel multiplexer.
(08 J\larks)

c. Write a note on data acquisition. (06 N,tarks)

PART _ B
5 a. What is a microprocessor? Explain the functions of each of following:

i) Accumulator
ii) Memory address
iii) Program counter register. 106 llnrks)

b. Explain the following logic gates: i) AND ii) OR iii.)NAND iv) NOR. (06 Nrarks)

c. Explain the various general-purpose registers available in the microprocessor. (08 NIarks)

6 a. Illustrate multiplexed mode of operation of ADo - AD: bus of B0B5A. (08 NIarks)
b. Differentiate between microprocessor and microcontroller. (06 Nlarks)

c. Explain with block diagram of a microcontroller. (06 Nlarks)

7 a. Explain the different types of addressing modes in lntel 8085 with examples. (08 Nlarks)
b. Explain the instruction set for Intel B0B5 (signal paths in 8085 Intel). (06 Nlarks)

c. What is assembly language programming explain briefly. (06 Nlarks)

8 a. What is an Intemrpt cycle and what is executive cycle explain with example? (06 Nlarks)

b. Explain the main features of Intel4004 microprocessor. (08 Marks)
c. With a neat sketch, explain the flow of data word in microprocessor. (06 Marks)

****r(

Max. Marks:100
Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, selecting

at least TWO full questions from each part.

PART - A
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Max. Marks:100

(06 Marks)

(14 Marks)

Sixth Semester B.E. Degree Examination,
Finite Element M

Time: 3 hrs.
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Note:1. Answer FIVEfuU q$futibns, selecting
at least TWO ques?i_l21qifrom each part.,
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PART +,iA :r:" :

I a. Explain the step-by-step procedure for ili'e.airptication of finite element method for structural:problems. ,:.',,.:,,,,, (08 Marks)
b. Derive the differential equations of equilibrium for a body sribjected to a three dimensional

stress svstem and body Force. (12 Marks)

forces at points A and D, and displacement at points B and C. Apply the principle of
(10 NIarks)mininrum potential energy' 

- LovNra, * -.:

'ii 

'.2 a. Derive the Euler-Lagrange's dQuation by considering the functional,
- x.

1 = i F1^, u, u', u )dx .'.' ,

J
xl ' .. . 

:

Also obtain the expressions for natural boundary conditions and essential boundary
conditions. (lo Marks)

b. A system of springs is subjected to a force of 500 N as shown in Fig. Q2 (b).Determine the
forces at points A and D, and displacement at points B and C. Apply the principle of

A-W';UW{"-"'' \e' .'Y. '.'r,

"€) Fig. e2 tb)
iangular element (CST), derive (i) Shape fl3 a. For a constant strain triangula, eleme.,t (CSTi, deriue'?il-"*"tp. functions in natural

coordinates and drarv the sketches showing distributions of shape functions, and
( ii) Jacobian rnatrix. 114 Marks)

b. Compute the shape functions Nr, Nz and N: at point P(8,7),for the constant strain triangular
element shown in Fig. Q3 (b). (06 Marks)

:idtl:i {.f. -' . ^ . -. ii**.
. ;3 " I 3N''2) ,," .!*'.'1!;' 

,,. .,. I let"jD{'".**aiI L-/-, ; I ,-*A__
a.. List three properties each ol (i) Shape functions and 1ii) Stiffness matrix.
b. A stepped bar with il's both ends fixed as shown in Fig. Q4 (b) is subjected

temperature of 50"C. Determine disrjlacements and forces at points A, B
b. A stepped bar with'it's both encls fixed as shown in Fig. Q4 (b) is subjected to an increase in

temperature of 50"C. Determine distrilacements and forces at points A, B, C and D. Take

Young's moduli of steel, bronze and aluminium as Es = 200 GPa, E" = 83 CPa and

Eo. : 70 GPa respectively. The coefficients' of thermal expansions are os = 12 x 10 u l' C ,

oe = 19 x 10-6 /" C and cro, 
:: 

22x10-6 l' C .

I of2
Fig. Qa @)

te;?*$
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PART _ B

5 a. Derive Lagrange shape functions for a bar element with cubic displacement distribution and

show their distributions r.vith neat sketches. (12 Marks)

h" Use two point Gaussian quadrature to evaluate the follo"wiri$,:ihtegral:
II

,=Ij(q'-,Xn-t)'?aEari (o8Marks)

s induced ir.a'i*r, member. Start from the expression for

the stress (o), which is a function of strai_r_r--diSplacement matrix, transformation matrix and

displacement vector for the element. , ' , (06 Marks)

b, A truss is subjected to a force of'r,,10!" KN as shown in E!g,,.:'Q6 (b). Determine

(i) Displacements and forces at points'.,A, il and C (ii) Local forpeiron the member AB and

(iii) Stress induced in the memQ.g;tggl Take Young's modulus for the material of the truss

as E : 210 GPa and cross sectioui?area of each truss membei'aS n = 600 mm2. (14 Marks)as E : 210 GPa and cross sectional:area of each truss membei'aS n = 600 mm2. (14 Marks)

Ex+ lDkN
l\

. &ge{$

Ssls;Fei:-

,8

ta.

b.

flux boundary conditions, with neat
(06 Marks)

the composite
ive heat transfer

wall subjected to convection
'coefficient as shown in Fig.

(14 Marks)

11: looowlrfrac

. .;a- :r

.,,;,*......:
ita,.

i.l

lb'

6*

K-= L,.t'tl^0.

Fig. QB (b)

***x*
2 of 2

K,= 6
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Fie. Q6 (b)
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(06 Marks)
(06 Marks)
(08 Marks)

(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)

(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)

(08 Marks)
(12 Marks)

(10 Marks)
(06 Marks)
(04 Marks)

(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)

(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)

(20 Marks)

2a.
b.
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Time:3 hrs.

la.
b.

c.

3a.
b.

''1',,r,,....., Max. Marks:100l:l:

Note: Answer any FIVS,:full questions, selecting
-t, ^--t Tlr/n -' - - - t: . - - - L----- ' -- r- -- ----)at least TWA questions from each 

,tr 
art

PART _ A

rrrrrrrlr 
'*ffi$*

Sixth S emester B.E. Degree Examin a giqW c.2ll,8 I J an,20'1,9

Non Traditional lfiaeffiining
{ru"^

N. .p

s'd$l|S\

,sliHi*.*'

"'' {. !t( * {. ,1.

. 
,,,1)'

a. With a neat sketCii explain PAM. . ,

b. List out the adVantages, disadvaatages and application of PAM.


